Custom Fabrication

Design Meets Craftsmanship
Unlike other fencing companies, Seegars offers a complete line of custom steel and aluminum
fence, gates, handrails and signs. At our state-of-the-art fabrication shop in Goldsboro, NC, our

Seegars Fence Company is
a leader in custom fencing
and custom gate design in
the Southeast.

craftsmen are fully equipped to handle all of our residential and commercial clients’ customized
projects. Because our services are all performed by the Seegars team, you’ll receive hands-on
customer service to ensure every project is crafted to meet your needs. Whether you’re interested in
landscape adornment, showpiece entrance gates, a unique sign, or anything in between, Seegars is
here to turn your vision into a reality!

®

Demand The Best.
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Your Ideas...
Our Expertise
At Seegars, we are proud to offer our customers the
opportunity to truly make their homes or businesses
stand out. Through our investments in a state-of-theart steel fabrication shop, aluminum fabrication shop
and powder coat* line, we are able to offer you a truly
custom quality product built to your specifications at
an investment and lead-time second to none.

Our ability to transform your vision to reality starts
when one of our professional sales representatives
meets with you to discuss your project. We can then
produce a rendering of the proposed project for your
approval before the fabrication process begins. Once
you sign off on the design, fabrication will begin
and installation will soon follow. We are focused on
making the custom fabrication process both easy and
precise. Contact one of our offices or visit our website
to request a consultation on your upcoming project.

Customized projects that Seegars routinely builds
include estate gates, dumpster screens, security
gates, signs and railing. The construction methods
vary widely based on our customers’ applications and
specifications. If you have written specifications we
will gladly meet them. If you simply have a vision, our
professional staff will guide you through the process.

www.seegarsfence.com
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Custom Fabrication

One example of our innovative design and fabrication
cabapilities is the development of proprietary aluminum
extrusions used to create durable, powder coated frames
to match the finish of aluminum, wood or PVC infill. This
aluminum framework is used to fabricate gate leaves
5 feet to 20 feet in width and up to 8 feet tall with the
aforementioned fence types.

Please visit our website, www.seegarsfence.com, to
browse through our photo galleries of completed
projects to get a better idea of the depth and scope of our
capabilities.

*Powder coat is a type of finish that is applied as a free-flowing, dry powder. The coating is typically applied electrostatically and is then cured under heat to allow it to flow and form a “skin”.
It is used to create a hard finish that is tougher than conventional paint. Powder coating is mainly used for coating of metals, such as household appliances, aluminium and steel fences and
automobile and bicycle parts.

®
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Custom Fabrication

Residential • Commercial • Industrial

®

A Seegars fence not only beautifies a home but also increases property value as
well. And with the Seegars name comes the assurance of the finest construction,
selection, and security to give you satisfaction and peace of mind.
As the industry’s leader in quality and service for more than 60 years, Seegars
Fence Company can meet the demands of the most discerning customer.

Since 1949
®

1-888-SEEGARS
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